March 16, 2021

Dear Members of the Oregon State University Board of Trustees,

Today we write to you as past and current Associated Students of Oregon State University Presidents, Vice Presidents, Speakers of the House, Senators, Representatives, SFC Chairs, SFC Members and former Board of Trustees Members on the controversy surrounding current OSU President F. King Alexander. In the past weeks, a report from the law firm Husch Blackwell and reporting from USA Today has made it clear that, while Alexander served as President of Louisiana State University, he systematically ignored and delayed addressing rampant sexual violence in LSU’s football program and its campus.

If Alexander knew about the cover up of rampant issues, and did not address them, he should resign or have his contract terminated. If he served as president of the institution for 7 years and wasn’t aware of the issue, he is then most certainly part of the same system of indifference, inaction, negligence and non-accountability that allowed the abuse to occur in the first place.

While this alone draws into question Alexander’s ethos of judgment and leadership, there are still further concerns. After the report was released, Alexander remained silent for nearly a week before releasing a statement in response. Although Alexander admits he should have done more, he also leaves the current student body with only words to assure that their campus is safe and that all are being held accountable. Alexander did not lay out actionable next steps, at the same time using scapegoating tactics to shield himself from responsibility.

We as past and current leaders on OSU’s campus will not stay quiet: it is clear that Alexander has breached the trust of the student body and the faculty union. If Alexander does not see the error in what he has done and resign, the Oregon State University Board of Trustees should terminate his contract and offer no severance or additional benefits.

When we were elected to the ASOSU office or appointed to the OSU Board of Trustees, many of us campaigned on addressing the issue of sexual violence on our campus, and spent our entire term in office working to create a more inclusive and safe campus for all. A defense of Alexander is an affront to the campus culture of accountability and respect we all worked so hard to improve.

The work of ASOSU and student leaders past and present has long-established a legacy that does not tolerate sexual violence in any form. The legislative, advocacy, institutional policy, and educational work that we centered in our time at Oregon State University stood up and supported survivors, in the same way we would always stand up for students to OSU’s administration. During our time at Oregon State, we were consistently assured by former President Ed Ray that he would always listen and support students, especially when it came to
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1 https://drive.google.com/file/d/105nPMzkHGvBEqRMyp8epFC9mgS3VbEfz/view?usp=sharing
2 USA Today, March 12, 2021: LSU football, Les Miles investigation brings change, even at Kansas
issues of sexual violence. We demand accountability for these actions. It is the only way Oregon State can restore the trust that it had once earned from students.

Furthermore, OSU’s administration and the Board of Trustees need to demand accountability. While the Board has said they did not know of Alexander’s inaction at the time of hiring, this is a reflection of an insufficient process and an abdication of responsibility. Going forward several things must happen: hiring processes for all leadership positions need a stronger investigative process on sexual violence and campus accountability while conducting a search; the administration must increase its commitment of resources to sexual violence prevention and advocacy on OSU’s campus; and student advocacy and engagement must be centered when developing equitable policies and procedures. While Alexander’s failures are his own, a system that fails to hold university leaders accountable for gross negligence and misconduct, and instead allows them to is also a failure. OSU must act to follow through with our values of social responsibility and respect.

From the Husch Blackwell report, and words of survivors of the sexual violence at LSU, it is clear that Alexander allowed a culture of “don’t ask, don’t tell” in terms of addressing sexual violence. The OSU Board of Trustees risks further damaging their relationship with the OSU campus community if they do not act to remove Alexander from office.
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